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Abstract: The continuously increasing interest in flexible

and integrated photonics requires new strategies for device

manufacturing on arbitrary complex surfaces and with

smallest possible size, respectively. Terahertz (THz) technol-

ogy can particularly benefit from this achievement to make

compact systems for emission, detection and on-demand

manipulation of THz radiation. Here, we present a novel

fabrication method to realize conformable terahertz meta-

surfaces. The flexible and versatile character of polymeric

nanomembranes is combined with direct laser writing via

two-photon polymerization to develop free-standing ultra-

thin quasi-perfect plasmonic absorbers with an unprece-

dentedly high level of conformability. Moreover, revealing

new flexible dielectric materials presenting low absorption

and permittivity in the THz range, this work paves the way
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1 Introduction

The full control of light propagation relies on the ability to

engineer the interaction with matter at a subwavelength

scale. In the general trend to consider systems of asympto-

tycally decreasing size, metasurfaces, the ultra-thin (quasi-

2D) version of metamaterials, offer the most compact and

efficient platform to achieve arbitrarymanipulation of elec-

tromagnetic (EM) waves. Artificial micro- or nano- (met-

allo or/and dielectric) unit-structures can be arranged in a

plane to obtain effective non-standard optical properties for

ordinary matter, such as for example magnetism at optical

frequencies [1], negative refractive index [2], zero reflection

via impedance matching [3], perfect absorption [4], polar-

ization control [5] or wavefront shaping [6]. As applications,

a large plethora of metasurface devices have been devel-

oped, such as flat lenses, anomalous reflection/refraction

deflectors, vortex plates, holograms and invisibility cloaks,

just to name a few [7, 8].

Interestingly, their intrinsic two-dimensional character

does not only provide compactness for planar integration on

complex devices, but it also donates a high degree of struc-

tural flexibility and conformability to develop functional

artificial “coating” layers. This peculiar property allows to

target applications requiring arbitrary complex and curved

geometries: for example, to decouple the optical properties

of an object from its physical shape [9], to design surface

patterns for molecular sensing and cryptography [10, 11]

to create conformable holographic displays [12] or more

in general to develop free-form devices [13] in the frame-

work of flexible optics and photonics [14]. This demand
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for flexible, stretchable, non-planar systems and multifunc-

tional materials has been the main lever for the research

on innovative fabrication methods in recent years. Conven-

tional micro- and nano-fabrication techniques have thus

been oriented towards the exploitation of flexible, thin

and/or elastomeric substrates to confer mechanical robust-

ness and versatility to the designed metasurfaces. Depend-

ing on the specific operating frequency range, various fab-

rication techniques have been developed, enabling to build

micrometer or nanometer scale elements on non-planar

targets [15].

Across the EM spectrum, the terahertz (THz) frequency

regime, spanning the range from 0.1 to 10 THz, significantly

benefits from mechanically flexible metasurfaces which

enhance the potential application of THz technology in

fundamental physics studies, imaging, communication and

sensing applications [16]. In this regard, a number of flexible

devices have already been fabricated, for example to real-

ize wide angle absorbers [17, 18], broadband quarter-wave

plates [19] and different sensing applications [20, 21]. All

these examples are united by the use of polymer matrices

for the metasurface substrate, which offer versatile, large-

area and low-cost fabrication. Themost used ones are PDMS

and polyimide, for their widespread use in flexible elec-

tronics, but also parylene, COC, BCB and PMMA and others

can be found [22]. Their common characteristics are the

low rigidity (low Young’s modulus), low absorption coeffi-

cient and lowpermittivity, which ensure high flexibility, low

optical losses and large operating bandwidth, respectively.

Onto these polymeric substrates, the resonator patterns are

realizedwithwell-established techniques, like conventional

photolithography [23, 24] or shadow mask deposition [25],

but also othermethods such as soft lithography [26], transfer

printing [27] and direct laser writing [28] have been demon-

strated effective. However, each of these suffers from one or

more drawbacks, whichmostly limit them to at least several

micrometers of thickness, and cause difficulty in transfer

feasibility or/and moderate levels of conformability.

In this work, a novel fabrication method for ultra-

sub-wavelength free-standing plasmonic metasurface THz

absorbers with high degree of conformability is presented.

The developed technique merges direct laser writing via

two-photon polymerization (2PP) and transfer printing

using ultra-thin polymeric membranes. In the 2PP nano-

lithography technique, femtosecond pulses of a standardly

used near-infrared laser are focused inside photosensi-

tive resins able to initiate polymerization at the laser

beam spot. Only at this specific volume (called “voxel”) the

laser intensity may be high enough to make two-photon

absorption events possible triggering the polymer crosslink-

ing, while elsewhere the photoresin is transparent to sin-

gle photons. By moving the “voxel” inside the material

using controlled highly accurate positioning systems, com-

plex full three-dimensional (3D) micro-architectures can be

printed in a single step. The threshold non-linear nature

of the 2PP process allows beyond diffraction limit reso-

lution of up to 100 nm or better [29]. Thanks to the 3D

geometric flexibility and increasing availability of func-

tionalized photoresins, direct laser writing by 2PP has

enormous potential for the development of micro- and

nano-metamaterials [30]. Here, while the 2PP process is per-

formed to realize the metasurface geometry – the in-plane

meta-molecules arrangements and the corresponding thick-

ness – the enhanced spontaneous delamination of a few

nanometers thin polyvinyl-formal layer (PVF) via substrate

functionalization allows detaching and handling the entire

structure after previousmetallization. Thewhole device can

be thus straightforwardly suspended or transferred onto a

final target using different techniques, which are already

demonstrated to allow delamination, suspension and trans-

fer of three-dimensional 2PP structures onto unconven-

tional non-planar surfaces [31]. The optical characterization

performed by time-domain spectroscopy reveals that the

used polymeric materials, PVF and the specific 2PP pho-

toresin, present low absorption coefficient and permittivity

at THz frequencies, thus making them ideal for THz light

manipulation. Through a single deposition of a gold layer,

two complementary metal patterns displaced by the thick-

ness of the 2PP printed metasurface are created. This two-

plane metal resonator distribution allows obtaining high

plasmonic absorption resonances. Creating a double metal

structure, by coupling a second metallized PVF film via

Van der Waals adhesion to the bottom of the same, the

optical absorption is strongly enhanced to get quasi-perfect

levels in free-standing devices with out-of-plane dimension

only a few% of the resonating wavelength. Owing to the

ultra-thin thickness and high elasticity of the polymeric

materials, objects with radius of curvature as low as tens

of micrometers can be easily wrapped with the fabricated

metasurfaces. The developed technique thus enlarges the

current capabilities of fabricating flexible metamaterials

with unprecedented performance in terms of conformabil-

ity, extending their application in integrated and flexible

optics and photonics.

2 Fabrication technique

The potential of ultra-thin (thickness less <100 nm) films

has emerged over the last decades for the development of
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fundamental polymer science [32], sensing [33], tissue engi-

neering [34, 35] and biomedical applications [36, 37], and

more recently for the development of flexible and wearable

electronics [38–42]. Importantly, the fabrication of large

area homogeneous freestanding PVF films with extraordi-

nary thin (a few nanometers) thickness has been obtained

by functionalizing the substrate to enhance the condition

of spontaneous delamination towards nanometric thickness

[43]. Exploiting this technique, the possibility to realize con-

formable freestanding capacitors made of a few tens of

nanometers thick PVF membranes were shown [42]. In this

case, the polymeric film acts as both structural thickness

and dielectric component of the devicewhich is sandwiched

inside two-metallic layers to form the ultra-thin capacitors.

Interestingly, this double-metal (DM) structure encapsulat-

ing a dielectric material has already been extensively used

to make EM wave absorbers [44], first for the microwave

range and then extending their operation to infrared and

visible frequencies.

Here, we exploit the same DM structure, but including

an intermediate dielectric transparent material between

the twometallizations which inscribes the metasurface pat-

tern needed for generating the optical absorption resonance

in the system. The fabrication procedure is schematized in

Figure 1, and it can be summarized in six steps: (1) polymer

layer spin-coating, (2) 2PP printing, (3) top metal deposition,

(4) delamination, (5) collection and (6) bottom metalliza-

tion. Two polished silicon wafers are processed in paral-

lel and used as very low roughness substrates to obtain

a perfectly homogeneous polymeric thin layer. Exploiting

the technique described in [43], a 50 nm-thick PVF layer is

created by spin-coating on both wafers after a previous sub-

nm functionalization of the surface with a specific cationic

electrolyte, which enables the polymeric film to sponta-

neously delaminate in water. On one of the two coated

wafers a 2PP print is performed using a commercial pho-

toresin (IP-Dip, from Nanoscribe) to realize the cross-linked

polymeric matrix constituting the designed metasurface

structure.

This layer determines both the in-plane geometry of

the metasurface and the thickness (from a few 100s nm

up to several micrometers) of the dielectric layer of the

final absorbers. The device topmetallization is then realized

by a shadow mask sputtering deposition of a 3 × 3 mm2-

large 50 nm-thick gold pad which is aligned on top of the

2PP printed metasurface. Covering both the printed and

unprinted regions of the metasurface design, two com-

plementary metal patterns displaced by the cross-linked

IP-Dip thickness are simultaneously realized by the sput-

tering deposition (as it will be highlighted in the following

section). The same metallization process is also performed

for the second PVF spin-coated silicon wafer. The whole

device, now comprising the PVF layer plus themetalized 2PP

metasurface, is still able to spontaneously delaminate in a

water bath, and float on the water tension. The PVF film can

thus be easily collected on a specific holed frame, to have

the whole device freestanding on the ultra-thin polymeric

layer. Finally, also the second PVF layer with the gold pad is

delaminated and collected over the same holder. By aligning

the metal pad with the metasurface structure, the bottom

metallization is obtained and the entire DM metasurface

absorbers completed. In the region where the 2PP print is

present, the device at the end of the fabrication process is

thus structured as follows starting from the bottom layer:

PVF thin film, 50 nm-thick gold layer, PVF thin film, IP-dip

dielectric with variable thickness and the top 50 nm-thick

gold layer. Elsewhere, at the location of the unprinted parts

where the development process has completely removed

the not cross-linked IP-Dip, the device presents only the

PVF plus the gold layers. A sketch of the final sample is

shown in Figure 1a at point 7, where the top and back views

are shown by the left and right illustration, respectively. In

Figure 1b, the material composition of the device through-

out the entire process is also reported. All details regard-

ing the fabrication process are reported in the Supplemen-

tary Materials.

2.1 Device description

A fabricated sample presenting only the top metallization is

shown in the optical image of Figure 2a. The circular holed

frame with the flat suspended transparent PVF membrane

can be recognized. At the center, the square 2 μm-thick
metasurface absorber is distinguishable from the surround-

ing unpatterned metallization via a brighter gold color.

Figure 2b and c show the metasurface pattern at increasing

magnification where it is possible to observe the square

array arrangement and geometry of the metasurface unit-

cell with size a = 43 μm, respectively. The realized res-

onator shape belongs to the most widely used class of sub-

wavelength optical resonators at microwave, THz and FIR

frequencies known as split-ring resonators (SRRs), which

can present electric and/or magnetic response by design

[45]. SRRs-based metasurfaces have been demonstrated to

be ideal to achieve also quasi-perfect absorption in DM

structures. The working principle of these devices is the

engineering of the whole EM response of the system. The

dispersions of the effective electric permittivity and mag-

netic permeability can be independently controlled via the

top metasurface design and its coupling with the under-

neath ground plane (where the induced currents generate
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Figure 1: Fabrication process flow. (a) Steps of the fabrication of the ultra-thin conformable metasurface absorbers. (1) Spin-coating of the polymeric

thin film on a silicon wafer. Two different wafers are processed in parallel. (2) Printing by 2PP of the IP-Dip cross-linked structure which acts both as

dielectric spacer and pattern for the metallization of the device on the first wafer (left sample). (3) Shadow-mask deposition of a 50 nm-thick gold pad

on both PVF coated silicon wafers over an area larger than the printed structure. (4) Delamination in water of the polymeric thin film of both wafers

carrying the metallized metasurface and the gold pad (left and right samples, respectively). (5) Collection on a holed frame of the delaminated PVF film

carrying the metallized 2PP structure. (6) Collection on the same frame of the second PVF film presenting the gold pad which is aligned to that of the

metasurface in order to create its bottom metallization. (7) Top (i) and bottom (ii) view of the final device are shown by the left and right sketches,

respectively. (b) Schematic profile of the metasurface unit-cell through the entire fabrication process.
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Figure 2: Optical images of a representative fabricated conformable THz metasurface absorber with only the top metallization. (a) Freestanding

metasurface absorber on a 50 nm-thick PVF layer after delamination and collection on a holed frame. (b) 2PP patterned region of the

∼ 2 × 2 mm2-large, 2 μm-thick metasurface. (c) Zoom of the metasurface showing the square array of split ring resonators. (d) Scheme of the single

metal metasurface unit-cell (i): 3D sketch highligthing (in violet color) the two complementary metal surfaces displaced by the resist thickness (green).

The metasurface thickness was scaled by a factor 5 for clarity. Front (ii) and back (iii) view of the metasurface unit-cell of 45 μm-size. The resonator
geometrical parameters are reported. Scale bars in (b), (c) and (d) are 200, 100 and 30 μm, respectively.

the magnetic response), respectively. Interestingly, this can

allow the EM impedance of the system to match that of

the external medium at a particular resonant frequency

or range of operation. This matching indeed ensures that

all the power impinging on the metamaterial cannot be

transmitted (due to the totally reflective ground plane) nor

reflected, and thus it is almost totally absorbed by the sys-

tem [46]. In this case, the resonator is electric SRRs, pre-

senting LC resonance due to the presence of inductive and

capacitive elements constituted by the two perpendicular

metal gaps and the corresponding open loops created in

the center of the top metallization, respectively. This is

shown in Figure 2d (i) where the direct laser printed and

unprinted parts of the resonator unit-cell (i.e. the external

and internal part, respectively) are highlighted via a

3D sketch. Importantly, as the metal deposition covers

both printed and unprinted surfaces, the metal deposition

directly creates two aligned and complementary metal pat-

terns in the system: one at the top of the cross-linked pho-

toresin and one in the internal (not-printed) part displaced

by the metasurface thickness, which directly lies on the

supporting polymeric membrane. This can also be noted in

Figure 2d (ii) and (iii), where the top and back view of the

unit-cell is shown, respectively. From the top, the internal

part of the resonator is observed to be out of focus, while

the entire surface of the resonator is in focus from the

back. This reveals the good flatness of the PVF freestanding

layer carrying the metasurface after the whole fabrication
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process. The geometrical parameters of the SRR geometry

are also reported in the same image. Their values are:

p = 2 μm, g = 5.5 μm, 𝑤 = 7 μm and a = 43 μm. Impor-
tantly, the metasurface unit-cell presents a C4-symmetry

which provides a polarization independent response at nor-

mal incidence.

3 Optical characterization

In order to realize and design the metasurface absorbers

at THz frequencies, the optical properties of the con-

stituent materials were studied. In our case, the attention

was focused on the two used polymers which are ini-

tially characterized in this frequency region: PVF and IP-

Dip. Themeasurementswere performed using time-domain

spectroscopy (TDS) in the frequency range from 0.5 to

3.5 THz. The apparatus working in transmission configura-

tion allowed to retrieve the refractive index n and absorp-

tion coefficient𝛼 from the amplitude change and phase shift

of the transmitted signal with respect to the reference one.

In Figure 3a, n and 𝛼 dispersion of a suspended PVF thin

filmare shown. In order to obtain ameasurable changewith

respect to the unperturbed reference signal, a 400± 5 nm-

thick membrane was employed after spin-coating, delami-

nation and collection on a holed frame. The refractive index

is found to vary from 10 to 3 decreasing the frequency, while

the absorption is low (<5 cm−1) in the range from 0.5 to

∼1.7 THz, after which it starts to increase up to 30 cm−1 at

3.5 THz to fall again towards low values. The optical proper-

ties of the cross-linked IP-Dip were retrieved from a 3.6 μm-
thick large 2PP layer which was previously printed on a

Figure 3: TDS characterization of PVF, IP-Dip and metasurface absorbers. Refractive index (n, blue curve) and absorption coeffcient (𝛼, red curve) of

PVF (a) and IP-Dip (b). (c) Transmission spectra for three metasurfaces having only the top metallization with 43, 55 and 65 μm unit-cell represented by

the orange, green and blue solid curves, respectively. Dashed lines with same darker colors report the corresponding calculated results obtained via

full-wave finite-element simulations.
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50 nm-PVF layer in order to be delaminated and suspended.

In this case, the transmitted amplitude from the sample was

normalized to that of the PVF membrane used as freestand-

ing support for the 2PP print, and its phase delay calculated

by subtraction of the phase accumulated through the same

PVF layer. Figure 3b shows the results of the TDS analysis for

the printed IP-Dip sample. An almost flat dispersion of the

refractive index is observed from 1 to 3.5 THzwith a value of

∼ 1.83. Throughout all the investigated range the absorption

coefficient is found to be<6 cm−1, revealing thismaterial as

ideal to be exploited in the THz range as a transparent, low

permittivity dielectric.

Metasurfaces with different sizes of the unit-cell were

realized exploiting the developed fabrication technique.

Samples without the ground metal plane (processed until

point 5 in Figure 1) were first characterized using the TDS

set-up. The measurements were performed at atmospheric

pressure in a dry air purged sample chamber to reduce

its humidity concentration. A 2 mm diameter pin-hole is

fixed in front of the sample in order to analyse only the

transmitted signal from the metasurface region. A refer-

ence signal was measured with the same pin-hole aperture

before the transmission measurements of each sample. The

measured transmittance of three devices with a = 43 μm,
55 μm and 65 μm are shown in Figure 3c. The dielectric (IP-

Dip) thickness of all samples is H = 2.5 μm, while the PVF
film and the gold layer are 50 and 40 nm-thick, respectively.

A low Q-factor (∼2) resonance is observed for each sample
which presents a linear blueshift of frequency peak accord-

ing to the downscaling of the metasurface unit-cell. The

small dispersion of the absorbing materials in the system

in fact guarantees an inverse proportionality between the

resonance frequency and the size of the meta-atom owing

to the linearity of Maxwell’s equations. The oscillations that

can be observed in the experimental curves originate from

both the set-up noise and possible fluctuations of humidity

concentration between the background and sample mea-

surements. Finite-element calculations were performed to

simulate the full-wave interaction of linearly polarized EM

waves with the metasurfaces. Thanks to the C4-symmetry

of the metasurface unit-cell, the simulation results allow

to obtain the complete EM response at normal incidence

considering an EM wave polarized along the y-axis. For the

PVF layer and the 2PP photoresin we inserted the optical

properties measured by the TDS analysis, while for gold

a flat dispersion with real and imaginary part equal to

225 and 320 are considered, respectively. Complete details

of the performed simulations can be found in the Sup-

plementary Materials. The simulated transmittance for the

three samples is reported in Figure 3c as dashed lines for

comparison with the experimental data. A very good agree-

ment is found for the resonance peak frequency and ampli-

tude. The slight increase in the transmittance amplitude at

resonance for decreasing unit-cell dimensions can be quali-

tatively explained by a lower EM confinement in the micro-

cavity system. As only the in-plane metasurface geometry

is varied while keeping fixed the microcavity thickness, the

coupling between the two coupled complementarymetasur-

faces can vary. From simulations an overlap factor of the

time averaged EM energy density with the microcavity is

calculated to progressively decrease from a value of 0.28 to

0.25 and 0.22 passing from the 65, to 55 and 43 μm unit-cell

metasurfaces. This finally justifies the observed trend in the

transmittance amplitude due to a lower absorption in the

microcavity. The simulated Q-factors (∼2.8) result higher
with respect to the experimental ones. This discrepancy

can be ascribed to the possible presence of metal deposi-

tion on the internal side-walls of the SRR which can pro-

duce an overall increase of the resonance broadening in

the system. The deviation from experimental data which

can be observed at frequencies lower than 0.7 THz may

come from a possible dispersion of the sputtered gold with

respect to the constant refractive index we assumed in the

simulations.

The comparison between the EM response of a SM

metal metasurface and a DMdevice, i.e. presenting a 50 nm-

thick ground plane metallization provided by the last fabri-

cation step, is then investigated. The performed simulations

of a SM and DM metasurface with a = 43 μm are shown

in Figure 4a and b, respectively. These devices correspond

to the samples shown in Figure 2 (SM device) and Figure 5

(DM device). The scattering matrices for light propagation

are computed and reported as transmittance, reflectance

and absorbance in the system. In agreement with the previ-

ously shown TDS measurements in Figure 2c (green curve),

the SM device presents an absorption resonance around

1.8 THz with Q ∼ 3 and a peak absorbance of 28%. The
in-plane EM field distribution (shown in Figure 4c (i)) at

resonance can be observed to correspond to the excitation

of the LC mode of the SRRs metasurface. The out-of-plane

electric field E induced current density J in the top and

bottom metallization patterns and Poynting vector P are

also reported in Figure 4c (ii) and (iii), respectively. The

relatively high absorption level can be explained by the

built-in presence of two-complementarymetal patterns (see

Figure 4d) generating induced currents which are counter-

circulating in the top and bottom gold layers displaced by

the dielectric with thickness H = 2.5 μm. However, even if

the coupling between the top and bottom metal patterns is

able to produce an additional microcavity effect with high
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Figure 4: Simulated transmittance, reflectance and absorbance for a metasurface absorber with single (a) and double (b) metallization, with unit-cell

size a = 43 μm. (c) Electric ( E⃗) and magnetic (H⃗) fields distribution, the corresponding current density ( J⃗) and Poynting vector ( P⃗) in the unit generated
by a normally incident EM wave polarized along the y-axis ( E⃗ ‖ ŷ) at the frequency resonance 1.8 THz, in the case of a single metal deposition without

ground plane. (i) And (ii) report the | E⃗|, |H⃗| (2D color plots) and J⃗ (3D arrow plot) for the top and bottom metasurface surfaces. (iii) E⃗-distribution in the

zy-plane (color plot) and corresponding P⃗ (arrow plot). (j), (jj) and (jjj) Show the same fields with the addition of the ground metal plane underneath the

metasurface at the resonance frequency at 3.5 THz. The scale bar indicates the amplitude of |E| (V/m) and |H| (A/m) with a scale factor of 107, 104 and

103 in the color plot of (i/j), (ii/jj) and (iii/jjj), respectively.

concentration of the EM field in the freestanding device

(see Figure 4a (iii)), the incident power is largely reflected

(37%) and transmitted (35%) by the system. Interestingly,

when a ground metal plane is instead added to the sys-

tem, the near-field distribution imposed by the coupling

of the top metasurface with the uniform bottom metalliza-

tion allows to achieve the targeted impedance matching

between the system and the external medium (air) at a

specific metasurface thickness (i.e. dielectric thickness). A

quasi-perfect (99.5%) absorption peak with Q ∼ 12 emerges

at 3.5 THz with a very low amount of reflected power

(<0.5%), and approximately zero transmittance owing to

the bottom homogeneous metal mirror. The generated EM

fields distribution and the corresponding induced current

density at the level of the top metallization (i.e. metasurface

pattern) shown in Figure 4d suggest that the observed reso-

nance still arises from the metasurface LC mode. However,

the enhanced EM field confinement in this case (as can be

clearly observed comparing Figure 4c (iii) and d (jjj)) pro-

vides a reduction of the microcavity mode volume from a

calculated value of 95 to 49 μm3 passing from the single-to

the double-metal microcavity, which inevitably leads to the

blueshift of the resonance. Importantly, the quasi-perfect

absorption due to a joint contribution of both Ohmic and
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Figure 5: Optical images of a conformable THz metasurface absorber where the top ground plane was added to form the DM-structure. (a)

Freestanding DM absorber on the ultra-thin PVF layer at the end of the fabrication process. (b) Image of the 2 × 2 mm2 central region of the sample

where the metasurface is located. (c) Zoom (700×) of the metasurface. (d) Scheme of the DM metal unit-cell (i): 3D sketch highlighting (in violet color)

the top and bottom metal surfaces displaced by the resist thickness (green). The metasurface thickness was scaled by a factor 5 for clarity. Front (i) and

(ii) back view of the metasurface unit-cell of 43 μm-size (×3000). Scale bars in (a), (b), (c) and (d) are 2000, 200, 100 and 30 μm, respectively.

dielectric losses can be obtained in a freestanding device

of total thickness which is only a ∼3% of the resonating

wavelength.

The fabricatedDMabsorberwith the samemetasurface

geometry and out-of-plane structure of the simulation to

obtain the perfect-absorber at 3.5 THz is shown in Figure 5.

In Figure 5a, the whole device suspended on the PVF layer

can be seen. The larger square metallic pad having less

bright gold color constitutes the underneath metal plane

which is separated from the IP-Dip printed layer by two

coupled 50 nm-thick PVF film. A very good and uniform

adhesion between the first PVF layer carrying the metal-

lized metasurface and the second one providing the bottom

metal plane can be observed. This is highlighted also in

Figure 5d (i) and (ii) where the top and bottom views of a

single unit-cell are reported. Again the perfect Van der

Waals adhesion ensures a very flat bottom surface guaran-

teeing agreement between the experimental and nominal

distance of the top metasurface from the bottom ground

plane.

In order to investigate the absorption in the fabricated

devices, a single-mode quantum cascade laser (whose active

region and operation details are reported in [47]) emit-

ting at the metasurface resonance peak is used to measure

the transmitted and reflected power from the freestand-

ing SM and DM devices. The exploited apparatus is shown

Figure 6a. A quantum cascade laser is powered in pulse

mode at 10 kHz with 2%-duty cycle with an injected cur-

rent of 1.4 A and kept at a temperature of 78 K by nitrogen

liquid cooling to provide stable single-mode emission at
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Figure 6: Imaging of the single and DMmetasurfaces using a THz quantum cascade laser (QCL). (a) Scheme of the imaging apparatus. The emitted

beam of a THz QCL (operating at 78 K and driven in pulse mode at 10 kHz with 2% duty cycle) is collimated and focused on the sample using two

off-axis parabolic mirrors with 50 mm focal length. A Golay cell is used to detect the transmitted and reflected power from the sample by fixing it in

position “T” and “R”, respectively. In reflection configuration, a beam splitter is fixed in between the two mirrors. The detected signal is electrically

demodulated at 𝜈m = 17 Hz using a lock-in amplifier. (b) Transmission (T) and reflection (R) images of a single metal (1) and a DM (2) metasurfaces

with 43 μm unit-cell. (c) And (d) show the transmission and reflection profiles along the x-direction (reported in (b) as dashed red lines) for the single-

and double-metal metasurfaces, respectively. Vertical dashed lines in (b) and (c) indicate the interface between different materials.

∼3.55 THz. Through two parabolic mirrors the THz beam is

focused with a 200 × 200 μm2-spot onto the sample which

is mounted on a three-axes motorized stage in order to

control its position with less than micrometer precision. A

Golay cell is exploited to detect the transmitted/reflected

intensity from the metasurface. A frequency modulation

of 𝜈m = 17 Hz is imposed to the QCL driving pulse as a

reference signal to demodulate via a lock-in amplifier and

acquire the detected signal. At focus the sample position

is swept in-plane perpendicularly to the direction of the

laser beam to perform imaging on the samples. When per-

forming images in transmission the Golay cell is fixed at a

location behind the sample, while for reflection imaging a

beam-splitter is inserted in between the two mirrors and

the Golay cell positioned at a certain distance in the orthog-

onal direction. Figure 6b shows the acquired transmission

and reflection images of the SM and DM samples. They are

supposed to provide THz counterparts of the optical images

of the SM and DM samples shown in Figures 2a and 5a,

respectively. For the SM device, as it is simulated to pro-

vide >95 % reflected power and almost-null transmission,

the whole device is accordingly observed to provide high

reflection (null absorption) over the entire sample metal-

lization. No variation of the signal is observed passing from

the patternedmetasurface of the sample to the surrounding

homogeneous region as they behave as nearly perfect THz

mirrors. The beam instead starts to be totally transmitted

when it impinges on the uncoated PVF layer which is almost
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completely transparent. The signal profile along a x-parallel

line crossing the sample along its entire width is reported in

Figure 6c, which highlights the interfaces between different

transparent/reflective materials. The transition range from

the totally transparent to the totally reflective surface is

due to the thickness gradient of the gold layer deposited

by sputtering with the shadow mask technique (this is also

appreciable in the optical images of the samples, Figures 2a

and 5a). In the case of the DM sample, the transmission

image accordingly shows a uniformly null transmission cor-

responding to the gold metal coated region of the sample.

The reflection image instead presents a significative reduc-

tion of the reflected signal at the center of the sample. This

can only be ascribed to absorption at the specific wave-

length of operation. The good agreement between the geo-

metrical dimension of the metasurface and that emerging

from the THz image confirms the identification of the low

reflective region in the measurement with the metasurface

absorber area. The corresponding profiles of the reflected

and transmitted signals shown in Figure 6b highlight the

absorbing character of themetasurface placed in themiddle

of the scan. Even if a considerable (>40 %) absorption is

observed, the deviation from a quasi-perfect absorption can

be ascribed from a possible frequency resonance detuning

between the laser emission frequency due to a possible dis-

crepancy between nominal and real geometric parameters

of the structure.

The degree of conformability of the developedmetasur-

faces was finally tested by transferring them on the cylin-

drical surface ofmetalwires.Metasurfaceswith dimensions

slightly larger than the circumference of the wire targeted

for the transfer were thus fabricated. For the collection

process on the wires we exploited the water transfer tech-

nique developed in [31]. This is performedbyusing a specific

holder (reported in Figure 7a) where the metal wire is sus-

pended in such a way to create a few millimeters high gap

Figure 7: Demonstration of transfer on a high curvature target. (a) Optical image of the holder with the suspended copper wire wrapped by the THz

metasurface aborber. (b) Image of the THz absorber showing the all-round conformability on the 100 μm-radius wire surface. (c) Zoom (700×) of the
conformable device. Scale bars in (a), (b) and (c) are 5 mm, 250 𝜇m and 50 𝜇m, respectively.
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between the wire and the bottom surface of the holder. The

PVF area enclosing the device to be delaminated is defined

to have a side larger than twice this gap by applying a doc-

tor blade to the spin-coated silicon wafer (as shown in the

Supplementary Materials). After the delamination process

of the PVF film, by immersing in water the holder carrying

the suspended wire it is possible to collect the delaminated

device floating on the water surface directly on top of the

metal wire. During this process the water tension is able to

create sufficient strain in the film through capillary forces

to conform the metasurface to the wire cylindrical surface.

The Van der Waals interaction of the polymer with the sur-

face finally guarantees a very good and stable adhesion.

Importantly, the defined gap is fundamental to avoid the

PVF film to wrap multiple times on the wire surface during

collection by the adhesion of film tails on the holder ground.

The result of the water transfer of the film is shown in

Figure 7a. At this point, the PVF ultra-thin layer in excess

(i.e. not covered by the device metallization) can be easily

removed by a standard descum process through oxygen-

plasma etching (30 W for 60 s). Figure 7b and c show the per-

fect conformability of a SM device transferred on a 100 μm-
diameter metal wire. The same transfer can be performed

also for theDMdevice by performing two different transfers

in series: one for the PVF carrying the bottom metallization

and the second one to transfer the SM metasurface. Thanks

to the ultra-thin fabricated metasurfaces and exploiting the

developed water-based transfer technique, very low radii

of curvature can be targeted. In our study, we in fact lim-

ited the conformability investigation to a curvature radius

whichwas reasonable for the specific operatingwavelength

and corresponding resonator size.

Other demonstrations of high curvature conformabil-

ity are obtained with metasurface absorbers with small-

est unit-cell dimension (from 5 to 7 μm, resonating in

the atmospheric window 23–37 THz) in order to be eas-

ily characterized in reflection by a Fourier-transform spec-

trometer equipped with an optical microscope to per-

form spectroscopy in a microscale range (see Supple-

mentary Materials). On metasurfaces resonating around

25 THz, the absorption resonance frequency and amplitude

are demonstrated to be not clearly affected by curvature

indicating a limited dependence of the metasurface EM

response at resonance from their curvature in the case of

unpolarized incoming light. Moreover, the all-round trans-

fer on cylindrical surfaces was successfully performed up

(but not limited) to a minimum radius of curvature of

12.5 μm. This result demonstrates that, according to the

specific operation frequency, the working flexibility of the

developed conformable metasurfaces is only limited by the

geometric metasurface design with respect to the curvature

radius, optical properties of the materials, and, ultimately,

by 2PP printing resolution.

4 Conclusions

A novel fabrication method for the realization of freestand-

ing ultra-thin THz metasurfaces is described. The peculiar-

ity of the technique is to merge the intrinsic ability of 2PP

direct laser writing of creating dielectric structures with

the flexibility of ultra-thin polymeric films to produce con-

formable plasmonic absorbers. Exploiting its spontaneous

delamination in water, the polymeric nanomembrane can

be in fact employed as freestanding support for the met-

allized 2PP printed metasurface structure. These devices

were shown to present a relatively high level of absorp-

tion thanks to the built-in presence of two complementary

metal planes arising in the structure after metallization.

Upon creating ametal ground plane, achievable by coupling

a second metal coated nanomembrane to the bottom of

the structure, the devices can provide quasi-perfect reso-

nant absorption. Importantly, owing to the ultra-thin thick-

ness and high flexibility of the used polymeric material,

the fabricated THz metasurface absorbers show unprece-

dented degree of conformability to high curvature sur-

faces. This is obtained through a water transfer process

which allows all-round wrapping onto cylindrical surfaces

with curvature as low as 12.5 μm in a straightforward and

repeatable way. The proposed fabrication procedure can

thus enable the realization of conformal metasurfaces for

new lightweight, flexible or, eventually, wearable photonic

devices. From a general perspective these devices can be

suitable for integration in complex geometric systems, or

they can be exploited for optical camouflage or informa-

tion encryption in the emergent field of free-form optics.

Strictly focusing on the THz frequency range, the extreme

conformability combined with 3D geometrical flexibility of

2PP make them particularly beneficial for the realization

of radar cross sectional reductors [48], and for the devel-

opment of biosensors [49] in complex environments. More-

over, optical characterizations perfomed by TDS analysis

show that the selected polymeric materials (PVF for the

ultra-thin film and IP-Dip for the 2PPmetasurface structure)

have relatively low absorption losses and permittivity in

the investigated range, revealing them as materials to be

exploited at THz frequencies. Interestingly, the capacitor-

like structure of the device created by the connected top
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metallization and bottom ground plane can be exploited

in different ways: for example, to perform direct measure-

ment of the capacitive dependence of the system upon

illumination to form metasurface-based thermal detectors,

or, it can also serve as gate to vary the EMresponse of the sys-

tem to create dynamically tunable metasurfaces, provided

that electric-field responsive material is integrated in the

system.

In summary, owing to the presented novel fabrication

method of freestanding highly conformable THz metasur-

faces and for the new suitable materials introduced for this

frequency range, this work can allow and ease the devel-

opment of ultra-thin, flexible hybrid or all-dielectric THz

devices which may boost the application of THz technology,

and flexible photonics in general.
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